Lynda Calderone and Kristyne Bullock to Present at DELVACCA Intellectual Property CLE Institute
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Flaster/Greenberg shareholders Kristyne Bullock and Lynda Calderone have been tapped by the Association of Corporate Counsel – Delaware Valley Chapter (DELVACCA) to join one of three panel sessions at the Intellectual Property CLE Institute on July 11th in Philadelphia.

The panel discussion, entitled “Stretching the Boundaries of U.S. Patent Protection: How Far Does Your Patent Reach?,” will explore what actions outside the U.S. can and cannot be prohibited under theories which impact extraterritorial reach of U.S. patents such as current patent exhaustion law and extraterritorial acts of direct and indirect infringement. Panelist will also look at certain alternative enforcement strategies for addressing overseas infringing actions including an early look at the Unified European Patent.

**Bullock** practices intellectual property law, concentrating her practice in patent procurement and transactional matters, patent litigation, and IP portfolio strategy and management. She conducts due diligence analyses for mergers and acquisitions and provides guidance and counseling to clients in patent law and interpretation, the implications of intellectual property law on business and commercial strategies, and licensing and IP-related agreements.

**Calderone** practices intellectual property law, concentrating on patent prosecution, litigation and IP due diligence; IP-related agreements including licenses; and patentability, validity, infringement and unenforceability analyses. She counsels inventors and businesses in portfolio management and development of patent strategies, including conducting IP audits.

The DELVACCA Intellectual Property CLE Institute will take place on Thursday, July 11th at The Union League of Philadelphia from 7:30 a.m. until noon and has been approved for three substantive Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware CLE credits. For more information on the event, click here.
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